INTRODUCE A GIRL TO ENGINEERING DAY

An opportunity for middle school girls to discover and learn about the different disciplines of engineering at Colorado State University. Meet current engineering students and learn how engineers positively impact the world!

For more information
Email: iage.swe.colostate@gmail.com
Website: http://coloradostate.swe.org/introduce-a-girl-to-engineering.html
Facebook: CSU Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day
Instagram and Twitter: csuIAGE
LinkedIn: CSU SWE Introduce A Girl to Engineering Day

What
Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day is an event hosted by the Society of Women Engineers Section at CSU. The day is full of hands-on engineering activities, with lunch and snacks provided. A parent education panel is also held to give more insight on how to encourage young women in STEM.

When
The 2019 Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day will be March 30, from 8:30AM to 4PM.

Why
We want to encourage and enlighten young women of their interest in STEM and how a career in the field can become a reality.